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Historical Earnings Information

Over the past several years, Priceline.Com Inc has shown an enhanced number of positive surprises in revenue. We have witnessed an average beat over expectations of 3.87% which produced a postrelease return on average of 6.98%. Historical data reflects that if the upcoming report were to show sales ranging from $973 to $1,011 million we may expect to see a substantial pop in the price of thestock.  As of the release of this report, Priceline.Com Inc is currently trading at $594.79 and we would put forth that we would look to get long fairly quickly and  buy dips at $545.73, $539.62, $533.50.Nevertheless if we were to see sales greater than $1,011 million there may be a considerable surge in the price of the security. We would stil l consider the technical levels previously mentioned, but wouldbe more comfortable increasing long exposure.With that in mind over the past several years, Priceline.Com Inc has shown very few disappointing reports in revenue. However, we have observed that when there has been a disappointment, the averagemiss has been by a margin of -1.25% and produced an average return of -3.72%. Any disappointment in sales would be statistically significant. We would suggest looking to get short on any miss and alsoat breaks below $545.73, $539.62, $533.50
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EPS & Rev. Surprise and Return Regression

EPS Revenue

EPS 

Surprise

10.43% 8.11% 16.59% 9.76% 5.45% -4.55% -6.81%

Revenue 

Surprise

1.75% 2.98% 15.77% 3.77% 3.76% -0.62% -3.19%
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Historical Surprise and Price Action

Rating Buy
Total Analysts 22
Analysts Target Price $31.62
4-Week Rating Change
3-Month Rating Change

Analysts Consensus
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Daily Chart Analysis Price at Time of Report: $28.50

APKT Acme Packet Inc NASDAQ GS Information Technology
Acme Packet, Inc. provides session border controllers for Internet service Current Price $28.50

providers. The Company's products consist of hardware and proprietary software IPO Date 10/12/2006

that allow service providers to deliver interactive communications services Previous Report 2/2/2012

such as voice over Internet protocol. Next Report 5/2/2012

Report Time After the Close

Earnings Estimates and Information
General Information Comparable EPS - Estimates Revenue - Estimates (Mil)

Market Cap.  $1.9 B cEPS Expectations 0.17$            Rev. Expectations 69.15$          

P/E Ratio 45.97 cEPS Next Quarter 0.21$            Rev. Next Quarter 75.72$          

Implied Range 9.40% cEPS Current Year 1.00$            Rev. Current Year 336.11$        

Historical Earnings Information Price Action

Date Time

February 2, 2012 4:05 PM 0.26$            0.28$            83.00$ 85.73$ 2,276,508 

October 20, 2011 4:05 PM 0.21$            0.22$            70.62$ 71.06$ 75,110 

July 21, 2011 4:05 PM 0.29$            0.28$            79.73$ 76.84$ 1,106,000 

April 26, 2011 4:05 PM 0.27$            0.25$            73.97$ 71.28$ 551,012 

February 1, 2011 4:05 PM 0.26$            0.22$            70.23$ 60.67$ 561,580 

October 28, 2010 4:05 PM 0.20$            0.19$            56.61$ 54.98$ 118,246 

July 29, 2010 4:05 PM 0.18$            0.16$            53.34$ 52.42$ 322,782 
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Quarter EPS Revenue

FQ1 2010 160% 65%

FQ2 2010 180% 62%

FQ3 2010 150% 56%

FQ4 2010 175% 70%

FQ1 2011 54% 45%

FQ2 2011 50% 49%

FQ3 2011 -20% 25%

FQ4 2011 -45% 18%

Quarter EPS Revenue

FQ1 2012 -16% -7%

FQ2 2012 -2% -5%

FQ3 2012 125% 24%

FQ4 2012 195% 26%

Forward Growth Estimates

EPS & Revenue Growth

Sizing Module
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General Commentary 

EPS Commentary 

Revenue Commentary 

Acme Packet Inc is expected to report earnings on 5/2/2012 (after the close). The current consensus of the 22 analysts is a buy rating. Over the past four weeks analysts have increased their rating and

have increased it over the past three months. For this quarter's earnings report, analysts will be looking for EPS of $0.17 and revenue of $69.15 million. Company guidance will also be a key issue as

analysts are expecting next quarter's EPS and revenue of $0.21 per share and $75.72 million respectively.  Looking out further, estimates are for EPS of $1.00 on sales of $336.11 million for the full year.

Option traders are pricing in the potential for a post earnings move of 9.40% - indicating a wide range of expected movement.

Acme Packet Inc is currently in a consolidation pattern, signified by its price moving between TriggerPoint support (Green Line) and TriggerPoint resistance (Red Line) - In other words, range-bound between

$26.53 and $28.88 Technical indicators are currently showing us that prices are trending up, as signified by the stair stepping up of the point of control (blue line). As this security is trending higher, it may

be a higher probability trade to look to buy on the TriggerPoint support levels (green lines) depending on the outcome of the earnings.

In terms of directional movement of the security and the earnings release, Acme Packet Inc shows a high degree of correlation in price action to surprises in both EPS & revenue.

Over the past several years, Acme Packet Inc has shown an accelerated number of positive comparable EPS (cEPS) surprises. Over the last 12 quarters the company has beat earnings estimates 10 times,

producing an average return of 2.96% during the session following the report. Historical data reflects that if the upcoming report were to reveal a cEPS within the range of $0.17 to $0.2 per share, traders

may expect to see modest price gains following the report. With this in mind, traders may be inclined to get long for a short term opportunity at a break above $28.88. If the stock were to breach these

levels, there could be a quick move higher at the break

If the company were to report a cEPS greater than $0.2 per share, there could be a substantial upside move in the price. If that occurs, traders may stil l consider the technical levels previously mentioned,

but may be more comfortable increasing long exposure.

Over the past several years, Acme Packet Inc has shown very few disappointing reports in cEPS. However, when there has been a disappointment, the average miss has been by a margin of -5.68% and

produced an average price return of -8.27% following earnings. Any disappointment in cEPS could be statistically significant. Traders may look to get short on any miss and also at breaks below $27.94,

$26.53

Over the past several years, Acme Packet Inc has shown an increasing number of positive revenue surprises. The average beat over expectations has been 7.09% producing a price return on average of

2.96% in the session following the release. Historical data shows if the upcoming report were to reveal sales within the range of $69 to $74 million, traders could expect modest gains after the release. As

of the release of this report, Acme Packet Inc is currently trading at $28.50 and traders may be willing to get long for a short term opportunity at a break above $28.88. If the stock were to breach these

levels, there could be a quick move higher at the break.

If reported sales are greater than $74 million, there may be a considerable surge in the price of the security. Traders may stil l consider the technical levels previously mentioned with greater potential for

upside returns.

Over the past several years, Acme Packet Inc has shown very few disappointing reports in revenue. However, when there has been a disappointment, the average miss has been by a margin of -1.9% and

produced an average price return of -8.27% following the report. Any disappointment in sales would be statistically significant. Traders may look to get short on any miss and also at breaks below

$27.94, $26.53.
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Disclosure Document 

The information presented is to be used only with the subscriber and considered to be confidential in nature. It is not intended to be used as the sole basis of any investment 
decisions, nor should it be construed as advice designed to meet the investment needs of any particular investor otherwise. Nothing in our research constitutes legal, accounting or 
tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. Our research is prepared for general circulation and has been prepared without regard to the individual financial 
circumstances and objectives of persons who receive or obtain access to it. 

 

Our research is based on sources that we believe to be reliable. However, we do not make any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of our research, 
the completeness, or correctness or make any guarantee or other promise as to any results that may be obtained from using our research. To the maximum extent permitted by 
law, neither we, any of our affiliates, nor any other person, shall have any liability whatsoever to any person for any loss or expense, whether direct, indirect, consequential, 
incidental or otherwise, arising from or relating in any way to any use of or reliance on our research or the information contained therein. 

 

Some discussions contain forward looking statements which are based on current expectations and differences can be expected. All of our research, including the estimates, 
opinions and information contained therein, reflects our judgment as of the publication or other dissemination date of the research and is subject to change without notice. 
Further, we expressly disclaim any responsibility to update such research. 

 

Risk Considerations 

Investing involves substantial risk. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and a loss of original capital may occur. No one receiving or accessing our research should 
make any investment decision without first consulting his or her own personal financial advisor and conducting his or her own research and due diligence, including carefully 
reviewing any applicable prospectuses, press releases, reports and other public filings of the issuer of any securities being considered. None of the information presented should be 
construed as an offer to sell or buy any particular security. As always, use your best judgment when investing. 

 

Additional Points for Consideration 

As mentioned, this material is provided for information only and is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or financial 
instrument. This material is not a complete analysis of all material facts respecting any issuer, industry or security or of your investment objectives, parameters, needs or financial 
situation, and therefore is not a sufficient basis alone on which to base an investment decision. Horowitz & Company and its affiliates/clients may have positions (long or short), 
effect transactions or financial instruments mentioned herein (or options with respect thereto), or provide advice or loans to, or participate in the underwriting or restructuring of 
the obligations of, issuers mentioned herein. Moreover, investment strategies and client portfolios of Horowitz & Company may have acted on the basis of this material. The 
information contained herein is as of the date and time referenced above and Horowitz & Company does not undertake any obligation to update such information. All market 
prices, data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 
The investments discussed may fluctuate in price or value. Changes in rates of exchange may have an adverse effect on the value of investments. Transactions involving financial 
instruments mentioned herein may not be suitable for all investors. 

 




